
1st June 2020

Something has tipped the balance of today
back to the positive,
after a brief, uncharted downward drag
that slackened my direction.

No, not the curving cry 
of lapwings, rising up from hidden grasses
into their random, rocking flight,
to circle in the wake of daily walks,
a flip-flap-flopping dance of turbulence.

Nor yet the busy swallows, 
swooping low
to sweep into the stables, and alight
upon a ridge, a momentary pause, 
then in a lightning loop to check
the tight-tucked nest of woven earth
for peeping, cheeping fledglings.

Neither the trilling sound of skylarks:
nor the choir of sparrows
chattering in the bamboo bush at dusk;
the tiny wren among forbidden brambles;
and the firecrests singing in the tall dark firs.

No, nor the splendid luxury of soft white fur
that lines the robin’s neat round bed,
stationed impossibly among old rubble sacks
stuffed onto shelves inside the metal shed;

Even indeed the joyful riot
as the roses burst to startling bloom,
their dark red buds revealing richest pinks
or yellows edged with blushing peach.

They none of them account
for this bright morning’s sudden shift.

I do not lack for love or company.
And yesterday, the curly willow leaves
gave shade to voices thrown across the lawn,
weaving a bridge of love, like an embrace,
but once gone, I then rudderless anew.



Now I have tracked the pattern of these drifts
that leave me lost, without a focal point:
it is the closing of the final page,
the no-man’s-land between two narratives.

On those bleak days I float this way and that 
upon a fading dream
of desert roses and their secret scent,
or tea in china cups and bitter vines.

But now I ride once more upon the back 
of mastery. 
Layers of long-kept secrets 
piece by piece unfold,
and I sit centre stage among the leaves.

I am the witness to a great unravelling,
and hold my breath, and measure up my hours,
anchored to life once more
until the wandering days return.
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